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COUNTERSTATEMENTlOF
QUESTION PRESENTED

Whether the U.S. Court ofAppeals for the First
Circuit correctly held that a retail customer failed tq
state a claim for racial discrimination

U.S.C. § 1981, where the customer did
under 42

not allege that
her contractual relationship with the retailer was
blocked or impaired in any respect as a result of the;

alleged discrimination, as required by this Court's
decision in Domino's Pizza, Inc.

U.S. 470 (2006).

v. McDonald, 5461
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LIST OF PARTIES

The caption of the case contains the name of the
parties.



Ill

CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Respondent Kmart Corporation
owned subsidiary of Sears Holding;
Respondent Sears Holdings Corporat
have a parent corporation and no pulpl
pany owns 10% or more of its stock.

is a wholly-
s Corporation,
ion does not

icly held com-
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

aintPetitioner alleged in her compl
she was shopping at a Kmart store
Massachusetts, she was humiliated
race-based comments purportedly
dentified Kmart sales associate. Sh4

counts in her complaint: a claim for
tion pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1981
negligent infliction of emotional
sachusetts common law. Granting
motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6)

Rules of Civil Procedure, the United
Court for the District of

Petitioner's claim for racial

she failed to allege in her complaint
denied the ability to enter into or
sired transaction by reason of the alle,
tory conduct.1 The District Court's
affirmed by the U.S. Court of Appeal|
Circuit.

and

made

racial

and

distress

that, while

in Braintree,
offended by
by an urn-

asserted two

discrimina

a claim for

under Mas-

Respondents'
of the Federal

States District

dismissed

because

that she was

ete her de^

ed discrimina'

decision was

s for the First

Massachusetts

discrimination

cohipl

V,<

The following facts are derived from
complaint and are presumed true only
Rule 12(b)(6) of the Federal Rules of Civil

1 The District Court also dismissed, vjdthout prejudice,
Petitioner's claim for negligent infliction of emotional distress
noting that Petitioner could attempt to re-file that claim in state
court.

2 A copy of Petitioner's complaint is included in the Appen
dix hereto. Many of the alleged facts contained in Petitioner's
Statement of the Case were not contained in| Petitioner's com
plaint.

Petitioner's

as required by
Procedure



Petitioner, an African-American woman, alleged that
while she was attempting to place merchandise on
layaway, a female Kmart sales associate (a) asked far
her identification card and commented that, because
she was from Roxbury, she would have to "jump the
counter" to get what she needed from the sales asso
ciate; (b) commented that the identification card she
provided appeared to be a "liquor ID;" (c) informed
Petitioner that she once lived in Dorchester but had
to move because several "porch monkeys" had lived in
the area and had fired gun shots throughher window;
and (d) told Petitioner that she now lived in Wey
mouth and the only "action" in her neighborhood
came from a public housing project. Pet'r's Compl.
fl 8-18, 23.

Significantly, Petitioner did not
these alleged remarks by the sales
prevented her from placing the
on layaway, that Kmart refused to
in any respect, or that Kmart
different terms than other customers
tioner alleged only that the pur
"racially demeaning, insulting, rudjs
tory." Compl. 119.

assert that any of
associate actually

selected merchandise
contract with her

contracted with her on
Instead, Peti-

comments were

and discrimina-



REASONS FOR DENYING THEI PETITION

I. The First Circuit properly affirmed thfe
dismissal of Petitioner's complaint in ac
cordance with this Court's precedent ii}
terpreting Section 1981.

Section 1981 protects the right of individuals tj
among other activities, "make and enforce contracts
without regard to race. 42 U.S.C. § 1981(a). The
statute was amended in 1991 to define the phrase
"make and enforce contracts" to include "the making
performance, modification, and termination of con
tracts, and the enjoyment of all benefits, privileges
terms, and conditions of the contractual relation
ship. . .." 42 U.S.C. §1981(b). Although the scope if
Section 1981 was broadened by the 1991 amendmen
this Court has made clear that a plaintiff neverthi
less must assert that the alleged discriminatioa
actually interfered with a contractual relationship in
order to state an actionable claim under the statute

See Domino's Pizza, Inc. v. McDonald, 546 U.S. 470
476 (2006) ("[a]ny claim brought under §1981, []
must initially identify an impaired 'contractual
relationship,' § 1981(b), under which the plaintiff has
rights.") (emphasis added). See also Rivers v. Road
way Express, Inc., 511 U.S. 298, 306, n. 6 (1994)
(citing legislative history that Congress' focus in
amending section 1981 was to "ensure that federal
law prohibits all race discrimination in contracts'"')
(emphasis added). As stated in Domino's Pizza
Section 1981 only affords a remedy when racial
discrimination "blocks the creation of a contractual



In accordance with this standard

with its own precedent interpreting
the retail context, the First Circuit
mined that the allegations contained
complaint "were insufficient to state
§1981."3 Pet'r's App. 2a. Spe
complaint was appropriately dismissed
did not assert that the Kmart sales

remarks either prevented her from
desired layaway transaction or that
with her on different terms than

Instead, Petitioner merely alleged,
"humiliated and deeply offended by
the sales associate." Compl. %23.
Petitioner's claim clearly was not
a motion to dismiss because it did

allegation that her contractual
Kmart was blocked or impaired

relationship" or "impairs an existing contractual
relationship. ..." Domino's Pizza, 546 U.S. at 476
(emphasis added).

and consistent

Section 1981 in

properly deter
in Petitioner

a claim under

y, Petitioner
because

associate's alleg
entering into
ICmart contracted
other customers

that she

the comments

articulation

sufficient to survive
not include

relationship wi
by the alleged

she

ed

her

was

of

ofThis

3 To survive a motion to dismiss, a co
"factual content that allows the court to

inference that the defendant is liable for
leged." Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662,
pleading "requires more than labels and
formulaic recitation of a cause of action's e
Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.
Although courts generally assume the
factual allegations" at the pleading stage
truth does not apply to allegations that
conclusions." Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 679.

any

:h

mplaint must contain
draw the reasonable

the misconduct al-

6V8 (2009). Adequate
conclusions, and

ements will not do

S. 544, 555 (2007)
tnith of "well-pleaded

the assumption of
are no more than



discriminatory statements.
U.S. at 476.

See Domino's Pizza, 546

Accordingly, the First Circuit
Petitioner's "scant allegations
inferring those comments interfered
to buy items through layaway." Pet':
conclude otherwise would create

liability under the statute where
tion of any nexus between the
at issue and a plaintiff's right to
retail establishment. See Domino's

479 ("[Njothing in the text of § 1981
was meant to provide an omnibus
racial injustice. If so, it would not
to situations involving contracts.").

Because the First Circuit

clear precedent in affirming the
er's complaint, there is no compelli
Court to revisit the decision below.

10(c).

II

•ing

prbperly held that
provided] no basis for

with her ability

r's App. 10a. To
the potential for

there is no allega
discriminatory conduct

contract with

Pizza, 546 U.S. it
suggests that
remedy for all

hive been limited

applied this Court's
dismissal of Petition-

reason for this

See Sup. Ct. R.

There is no conflict amorig the Circuit
Courts that would justify further revieV
by this Court.

This Court typically limits its discretionary graijit
of certiorari to instances of a clear

between the Circuit Courts on an important

of law. Here, however, Petitioner has
any Circuit Court decision holding
action exists against a retailer undbr

itobvious spl:
quest!

not identified
that a cause

Section

on

of

1981
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where a customer has alleged
subjected to racial slurs by the
Indeed, the Circuit Courts that ha~v
scope of Section 1981 in the retail
customer to assert that the alleged
treatment interfered in some mannej"
tual relationship in order to trigger
the statute. See Garrett v. Tandy
100-101 (1st Cir. 2002) (holding
1981, "a retail customer must alle
actually denied the ability either tc
enforce, modify, or terminate a
the fruits of a contractual relationship
race-based animus"); Arguello v.
F.3d 355, 358 (5th Cir. 2003), cert
1035 (2003) (holding that a Sectidn
must allege that "a customer has
actual attempt to contract that was
merchant"), quoting Morris v
Inc., 277 F.3d 743, 752 (5th Cir.
Ameritech Corp., 220 F.3d 518, 519-
(holding that plaintiff would have
§ 1981 "[i]f he entered the store
[buying a phone] and was refused
that plaintiff's Section 1981 claim
because defendant's "offer to help
purchase upon his return later
establishes that [defendant] would
tiff] a phone"); Withers v. Dick's
636 F.3d 958, 965 (8th Cir. 2011),
S. Ct. 821 (2011) (holding that "
duct[] does not demonstrate

onlV that she was

's employee,
e addressed the

context require a
discriminatory

with a contrac-

the protection of
,, 295 F.3d94,
under Section

ge that he was
make, perform,

or to enjoy
, by reason of a

Conoco, Inc., 330
denied, 540 U.S.

1981 plaintiff
engaged in an

thwarted by the
Dept. Stores,

2001); Bagley v.
(7th Cir. 2000)

a claim under

or that purpose
" but finding

not actionable

[plaintiff] make a
day definitely

have sold [plain
ing Goods, Inc.,

cert, denied, 132
offending con-

with a

retailer':

Corp
that,

contract

Dillard

21

service

was

that

Sport

mere

interference



Petitioner's reliance on Hall

State Police, 570 F.2d 86 (3d Cir.
that the Third Circuit would have reac

result in this case is misplaced. In Ha>
challenged a bank's policy of photo,
black customers who looked

providing the photographs to the poli
asserted claims against the bank and
officials for invasion of privacy and
tions, including an alleged violation of
Although the district court dismissed
1981 claim based upon the plaintiff's
to assert a deprivation of a contra^
right, the Third Circuit reversed. In
court emphasized that, unlike the
underlying discrimination did not
ed act of an individual employee,
implementation of a policy delibera

protected activity[,] and any allegations of such
[conduct] are insufficient to state a claim under

§ 1981"); Hampton v. Dillard Dept. Stores, Inc., 247
F.3d 1091, 1104 (10th Cir. 2001), cert, denied, 534
U.S. 1131 (2001) (holding that Section 1981 claim
"must involve the actual loss of a contract interest,

not merely the possible loss of future contract oppor
tunities"); Lopez v. Target Corp., 676 F,3d 1230, 1235
(11th Cir. 2012) (holding that plaintiff did not state an
actionable section 1981 claim because he "was able to

complete his transaction at the same^ Target store,
buying his desired goods at the same price and using
the same payment method as any other customer").

Pennsylvania
to suggest

led a different

, the plaintiff
:=p-aphing only

and then

The plaintiff
various state

1 rights viola-
Section 1981.

the Section

alleged failure
tually-related
doing so, the

case, the

the "isolat-

rather the

adopted by

1978)

' suspicious

lice;

present

involve

but

•t«fly
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the bank management to offer its services under
different terms dependent on race." jcL at 92 (emph
sis added).4 In the present case, there is no allegation
that Kmart utilized any discriminatory policies
connection with its layaway procedures or, as
court below emphasized, that Kmart contracted
Petitioner on any different terms than other custoijn
ers, such as by charging her a higher price. Pet'
App. 10a.

In addition, not only was Hall
years before this Court's decision
but more recent case law in the Third
clear that it would not conclude

tions set forth by Petitioner in this
a motion to dismiss. In Brown v

250 F.3d 789 (3d Cir. 2001), whitih
by Petitioner, African-American c:
alleged that Philip Morris violated
targeting its advertising of menthol
to African-Americans. Id. at 793
the plaintiffs did not state an actionable
claim because they failed to alleg
been deprived by defendants of the
for, purchase, own or use menthol
cigarettes." Id. at 797. More
reasoned that the plaintiffs did

m

the

with

r's

decided nearly 30
Domino's Pizza,

Circuit makes

the bare allega-
cjase could survive

ilip Morris Inc.,
was not cited

garette smokesrs
Section 1981 by
tobacco products

court held that

Section 1981

! that "they had
right to contract
or non-menthol

cally, the court
allege that the

in

that

Ph

The

speclfi
net

4 The decision in Hall is also plainly
cause it involved a governmental directive
geted a single racial group and, therefore
the "equal benefit" and "like punishmen
1981.

distinguishable be-
that explicitly tar-

squarely implicated
clauses of Section
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todefendants engaged in a "discriminatory refusal
deal with African-Americans with respect to
menthol or non-menthol cigarettes" or that
"dealt with customers on differing terms on the
ofrace." Id. Thus, the Third Circuit's analysis of th|e
requirements for stating a claim under Section 198
in Brown is entirely consistent with this Court
decision inDomino's Pizza and the teit utilized by
Circuit Courts that have addressed t(his issue in
retail context.5

either

they
basis

Nor do the Sixth Circuit decisions
tioner support Petitioner's argument
split in the Circuits concerning
racial slurs - without more - can

of action under Section 1981. Indee^
cuit has only permitted Section
retail context to proceed where the
that the discriminatory conduct by
suited in some interference with
relationship. See Christian v. Wal
252 F.3d 862, 874 (6th Cir. 2001)
African-American plaintiff who alleg
to leave the store after being falsely
lifting stated a claim because

the

the

cited by Petf.
that there is

allegations of
rise to a cause

the Sixth Cir-

clahns in the

customer alleged
the retailer re-

the contractual

Stores, Inc.
(jholding that an

she was askcsd

accused of shop
had selected

whether

give

1981

Mart

ed

she

5 In O'Haro v. BobEvans Farms, Inc., 2010 WL 4942219
*8 (M.D. Pa. Oct. 4, 2010), adopted by, 2010 WL 4955560 (M.
Pa. Nov. 30, 2010), the district court, following the standard
established by the Third Circuit in Brown, dismissed plaintiifs'
Section 1981 claim against a restaurant holding that "plaintiffs
have shown neither that their creation of a contractual relation
ship was blocked nor that an existing contractual relationship
was impaired."

at

P.
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merchandise to purchase, had the
the purchase, and would, in fact,
purchase had she not been asked to
Keck v. Graham Hotel Sys., Inc.,
(6th Cir. 2009) (holding that the
actionable claim because they
"made numerous attempts to ente}"
with the Hotel to host their

the hotel refused to deal with them

African-American). Id. at 641.

rfteans to complete
completed the

leave the store");
F.3d 634, 641

plaintiffs stated an
ged that they
into a contract

weddihg reception" and
because they were

have

566

alles

;gested in Chris-
to state a claim

merely

Although the Sixth Circuit su
tian that a customer might be able
under Section 1981 against a retailer
alleging that she "received services
hostile manner and in a manner which a reasonable
person would find objectively discriminatory,"6 it has
not applied that standard to permit a claim to pro
ceed where the customer nevertheless completed
her desired transaction and did

retailer contracted with her on different
other customers. Because the Sixth

Hi

allege that
terms

Circuit has

6 Specifically, in Christian, the Sixth Circuit stated that a
Section 1981 plaintiff must prove that "(1) plaintiff is a
of a protected class; (2) plaintiff sought to make or enforce
contract for services ordinarily provided by the defendant;
(3) plaintiff was denied the right to enter into or enjoy
benefits or privileges of the contractual relationship in that
plaintiff was deprived of services whils similarly situated
persons outside the protected class were not and/or (b) plaintiff
received services in a markedly hostile maimer and in a
which a reasonable person would find objectively discriminato
ry." Christian, 252 F.3d at 872.

by
markedly

the

than

not

memper

a

and

the

(a)
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addressed whether a cause of action exists against a
retailer under Section 1981 based upon racial slurs
alone, its decisions do not conflict with
the other Circuit Courts on this issue.7

For all of these reasons,

demonstrated a clear and obvious

Circuit Courts on an important quest^
there is no compelling reason to grant

the decision of

Petitioner has not
between the

on of law and

Petition.

split

the

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Respondents respect
fully request that this Court deny the Petition for
Writ of Certiorari.

Respectfully submitted,

Anthony M. Doniger

Counsel ofRecord
Christine M. Netski

William F. Benson

Sugarman, Rogers, Barshak
& Cohen, PC.

101 Merrimac Street

Boston, MA 02114
617-227-3030

doniger@srbc.com
Attorneys for Respondents

7 Nor does Petitioner's reliance on district court decisions,
see Pet. 17, assist her in establishing that there is a split among
the CircuitCourts to justify further review by tthis Court.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT1 COURT
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS

*

*

CHENELL HAMMOND,

Plaintiff,

v.

K-MART, INC. AND SEARS
HOLDINGS CORPORATION,

Defendants.

.A. No.:

10076-RGS][13

COMPLAINT

Plaintiff, Chenell Hammond,
complaint to recover for racial discrimination
by the Defendants.

hereby files tliis
caused

PARTIES
I

1. Chenell Hammond is an individual

resides in Roxbury, Massachusetts.

who

2. K-Mart is a corporation with a place ofbusi
ness located in Braintree, Massachusetts.

3. Sears Holding Corporation its
place of business located at 3333
Hoffman Estates, Illinois.

an entity with a
Beverly Road

JURISIDICTTON AND VENUE

4. Jurisdiction over this matter exists pursuant
to 28. U.S.C. § 1331.
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5. Venue is appropriate pursuant to 28 U.SlC.
§ 1392(b).

ALLEGATIONS

6. Ms. Hammond shopped at
on November 21, 2012. She attemp

the K-Mart

;ed to place

store

sever-

al articles on "lay away." To do so they she needed, to
e sales associatescommunicate with the white, fema

at the lay away desk.

7. While interacting with Ms. Hammond,
sales associate uttered a series (ff insulting
slurs and comments.

8. Several comments originated when
Hammond provided the associate with an
tion card. It indicated that Ms
Roxbury which is a section of Boston, Massachusetts
Roxbury has a high population ofAfrican Am

the

racial

Ms.

identifica-

Hammond lived, in

lericans

9. After seeing that location, the sales
said that if Ms. Hammond is from Roxbury, she
be "jumping the counter" to get what she needs
the associate.

10. The associate also commented out loud
she believed the identification card to be a
ID." She said it in a sarcastic manner.

associate

will

from

that

uorliq

11. Her comment suggested that Ms
had obtained the identification card only to go
ing. That comment derived from the associate's

Hammond

drink-

racist
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belief that African American individuals like Ms

Hammond possess the need to drink.

12. Ms. Hammond, however, obtained
tification card only because she does
driver's license.

14. This sales associate's comnients

After seeing the identification card
that she had lived in Dorchester,

Dorchester is located next to Roxbury.

15. The sales associate then

needed to move out of Dorchester

the iden-

not possess a

13. Ms. Hammond also is not k teenager. She
had been present at the counter with her two children
when the associate made her insulting comments
The children's presence made the associate's comment
even more humiliating.

continued..

she indicated

Massachusetts.

stated that

because several
she

"porch monkeys" had lived in her ares.. She then went
had fired gunon to say that these "porch monkeys

shots through her window. For th^t reason thesje
"porch monkeys" had caused her to
bed for protection.

dive under her

16. After making these racially
ments, she then spoke to Ms.
public housing project in Weymouth
The associate indicated that she

which is a primarily white community.

insulting com-
Haminond about the

Massachusetts.

in Weymouthlived

17. The associate assumed that

had been familiar with this housing

never even seen it.

Ms. Hammond

project. She had
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18. The associate then stated

receive "action" in her neighborhood
project. She had been indicating that
other similar activity would originate
which she inferred had been populated
Americans.

that she cojild
only from that
any criminal or
from the project

by African

19. The associate's comments

demeaning, insulting, rude, and
Ms. Hammond. The sales associate

set where she simply believed that
had been inferior to white people,
municated her comments continudu

concern demonstrated that she clearly

had been racially
discriminatory to

possessed a mind
African Americans

IThe way she com
sly and without

is a racist.

20. Even more stunning is
terminate this individual well before

2012. The associate's comments

racial discriminatory animus.

that notK-Mart did

November

reflected a dfeep
21,

21. Upon information and belief, the comments
which she had made to Ms. Hammond had been

by her many times before to other
customers.

22. The utterance of just
would have mandated her

made several such comments just when
Ms. Hammond. K-Mart's employment
ate had been wrongful and disgraceful

23. Ms. Hammond had beeh

deeply offended by the comments
ate. The comments reflected a

made

African American

one such comment

dismissal. She, however,

of

servicing and
of this associ-

humiliated

the sales asspci
sentiment by K-Mart

and
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that Ms. Hammond had been poor,
lent simply because she is African American

inferior and vio'

24. The impact of the comment
severe because they had been made
Hammond's children.

Count I

(Racial Discrimination Bv Both Defendants:
42 U.S.C. § 1981)

25. Ms. Hammond incorporates

of Paragraphs 1 through 24 as if fully
in.

26. Defendants subjected Ms.
racial harassment and discrimination;

27. As a result, Ms. Hammond
aged in an amount exceeding $100,000

Count II

(Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress)
28. Ms. Hammond incorporates

•3 is even more

in front of Ms

the allegation^
set forth here

Hammond to

has been dam

the allegations
set forth here-of Paragraphs 1 through 27 as if fully

m.

29. Defendants engaged neglig
which caused emotional and physical
Hammond.

^ntly as to acts
harm to Ms.

30. As a result these Defendants' conduct, Ms
Hammond has suffered monetary l|oss and sever^
emotional and physical distress.
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that the Court

1. Enter judgment on Count
Plaintiff and against the Defendants^ in an amount
be determined at trial;

2. Enter judgment on Count
Plaintiff and against the Defendants in an amount
be determined at trial;

3. Award Ms. Hammond punitive damages

4. Award Ms. Hammond interest and costs,

which include attorney's fees; and

5. Award such other and further relief as tfhe
court deems appropriate.

MS. HAMMOND CLAIMS AfRIAL BY JU^IY
ON ALL CLAIMS SO TRIABLE.

CHENELL HAMMOND,
By her attorney,

LAW OFFICE OF
CHRISTOPHER J. TROMBETTA

Isi Christopher J. Trombetta

[ in favor of tfre
to

I in favor of tjie
to

Christopher J. Troitnbetta
(BBO# 556923)

310 North Main Stk-eet, Suite 6
Mansfield, MA 02048
(508) 339-5900 - Phone
(508) 339-3111 - Facsimile
chris@trombettalaw.com

Dated: January 14, 2013


